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Utilising in-office and home-based activity protocols, the innovative Binovi Platform 
helps optometric practices gain greater results, faster, with improved patient satisfaction 

in areas ranging from sports performance to binocular vision abnormalities.

Binovi Touch

Purposeful 
Powerful 
Vision 
Training

The original Wayne Saccadic Fixator helped to revolutionize the 
field when it was introduced in the 1970s. Almost 50 years on, 
we have completely re-imagined the device from the inside out.

Binovi Touch is designed to help patients and athletes improve in all aspects of their key 
vision skills. Train multiple skills simultaneously, or strip an exercise down to the bare 
essentials and focus on one key ability at a time.
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Binovi Pro

Binovi Coach.

Binovi Kit
Everything you need to get started, all in one package. We’ve 
assembled a comprehensive collection of industry-standard 
materials and equipment to complement home therapy activities.

Binovi Kit is designed to be paired with Binovi Coach and Binovi Pro, as the activities in 
the apps are listed and demonstrated with the same materials.

Coaches set the gameplan and help keep everyone on track and 
working together. Binovi Coach connects individual users to their 
training and treatment teams 24/7.

Use Binovi Coach to stay in touch through Binovi Pro and to assign training exercises 
and recovery treatment activities to patients and athletes. Binovi Coach is an extension 
of the trainer’s reach and monitoring

Get the full Binovi experience with Binovi Pro! Designed as an 
electronic record-keeping system and home therapy assignment 
tool, Binovi Pro connects team members to each other, their 
patients/athletes, and experts in optometry, sports vision, and 
vision therapy all in one place.

Create and manage profiles; store, review, and analyze Binovi Touch data; create testing, 
training, and treatment plans for each patient/athlete as their needs and abilities dictate.

Special Event Bonus!
Sign up with referral code ESOC2019 and get 2 months  
of access to Binovi Pro for free! 
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